CLEVELAND PAPER COMMENDED

AP spreads JACL redress efforts

Cleveland, Ohio

Former national JACL President Henry T. Tanaka commended the Plain Dealer for its P focal Point front page feature of Oct. 27 which headlined "Japanese Americans ask billions for prisoners' years" over an Associated Press story on JACL's redress campaign from San Francisco.

(The wire story was based upon a much longer story written by Dexter Waugh of the San Francisco Examiner, which was published Oct. 26.)

"It is more often than not that neighbors and associates I meet in Cleveland are totally unaware of America's concentration camps which were built during World War II to imprison 120,000 Americans solely because of their ethnic background," Tanaka declared.

"These innocent victims, who were denied due process of law, deserve the support of any national effort to prevent similar occurrences from happening in the future."

In full support of the JACL movement to obtain redress through the Congress, Tanaka said, "We cannot afford to bury the truth any longer. I hope it will be the last time that any American is subject to such treatment by its own government."

Tanaka, now a resident here for 34 years, estimates over 1,200 Japanese Americans in Greater Cleveland and over 1,000 in Ohio were interned during World War II. "I was one of those victims," he concluded.

(About the same time, the Christian Science Monitor focused on the redress issue in its Oct. 23 issue where Brad Knickerbocker of San Francisco quoted Minoru Yasui and Bill Hosokawa of Denver as well as Dr. Clifford Uyeda and Senator Dan Inouye. (Hosokawa disagreed, saying, "Asking for money is only symbolic."

Decorated

DECORATED—The late George Inagaki, 64, of Los Angeles, was posthumously decorated by the Japanese Government with the Order of the Sacred Treasure, 4th Class. Presentation ceremonies are being scheduled. Medal will be inscribed June 14, 1978, the day he died.

Judge Tuiu unopposed, gives election fund surplus to U.W.

Seattle, Wa.

In what may be unprecedented action, Superior Court Judge Liem big Tuiu—unopposed for Position No. 34 on the King County Superior Court bench in the Nov. 7 elections, has donated the remainder of his election fund to his alma mater—the Univ. of Washington Law School.

It was a kind of political "payoff" the voters might like more, the Seattle Times noted Oct. 27.

The sum of $7,724 from Judge Tuiu was earmarked for the law school's "mini-law firm" to begin in January under direction of Prof. Charles Z. Smith, former superior court judge and a Seattle JACL board member.

Usually election funds from supporters—if any remain—go to charity, not higher education. Tuiu was appointed to his present post by Gov. Dixy Lee Ray.

Asakawa's ire on political aid

San Diego, Ca.

A full page newspaper ad supporting the candidacy of Terry Knope, Republican challenger for the 78th Assembly District, appeared in the San Diego Union last week with a message from Glenn Asakawa, whose wife was found slain in Tijuana, Mexico.

Jo Ann Asakawa, 31, disappeared Oct. 21, and was found four days later in a pool of stagnant water near Rodgers Dam. Police said she had died from blows to the head, chest and abdomen.

The letter signed by Glenn Asakawa began:

"Please redeem your effort to get Terry K. elected. Some maniac murdered my wife and is still out there somewhere. The police would have a much easier time of catching this person if there were not so many diamond rings and roses."

Little Tokyo prepares to evacuate

As a result of the government order to move out of Little Tokyo, 20-year-old Tomichi Shoji (right) helps clear the shelves of a dry goods store operated by his parents while a neighbor, Taro Sasaki, 7, looks on. The order was taken March 5, 1942, for the Associated Press. The Shojis lived in the rear of the store.
Committee Chairpersons

San Francisco:
When we talk about national JACL, we are talking about more than national committees; we are talking about groups of people whose actions have consequences. The organization's activities are the muscles and bones of the organization. The committee chair has many responsibilities. The foremost is to bring in fresh ideas and energy. Alltread is to offer opportunity for a person to show his or her capability. The committee chair must be a presence among Japanese Americans. The person who is chosen from among so many excellent candidates for each position is a person who is the type of person who is the type of person who is the type of person who is.

A committee chair inevitably takes on the flavor of the chairperson. This generates excitement and new expectations. This also assures a consistent review of each committee's programs and projects.

A committee chair without authority is an empty chair. Functioning within the guidelines and goals established for the committee, I would like to see chairpersons fully exercise the authority of their position, which is considerable. The entire national organization is at their disposal to help them achieve their goals.

In certain committees a chair can only coordinate and record nationwide committee activities because it is impossible for the national chairperson to personally get involved in each case. The most effective is full local participation with volunteer leaders coming together.

In OTHER COMMITTEES, the national chair is the inspiration from which all activities originate. The chair sets the tone and the style. In still other committees the purpose is to improve the committee through the decision-making of the organization. Its importance cannot be overstated.

The national chairpersons are the windows of our organization. Their performances are visible, and upon their shoulders we place our confidence. We know that you will get to know them better through the Pacific Citizen.

JACL-sponsored Sat. gakuen opens with 50 students in D.C.

Sacramento, Ca.
Minority and women-owned businesses participating in the California purchasing system is an all-time high last year, supplying the state with goods and services worth $41,000,000. This is a 100% increase over the preceding fiscal year 1976-77.

According to the California Office of Minority Business Enterprise (Cal-OEMBE) annual report, there are 750 minority-and women-owned businesses which have qualified to compete for state purchases. These firms supply goods ranging from electronic components to furniture, and services such as construction and architectural design.

Cal-OEMBE figures indicate that the percentage ratio of purchases from minority- and women-owned businesses to the total amount of state purchasing dollars remains small, although it improved substantially.

For this reason, the office is continuing its efforts to encourage more businesses to seek the state's purchasing dollar balance.

Overpass named for Sugi Miyamura

Gallup, N.M.
The city council unanimously approved an overpass under construction east of Gallup in honor of Henry Miyamura, S2, the local Nisei who won the Medal of Honor during the Korean war.

Mayor Edward Junker had asked the city council recently to approve the name for the bridge for "the greatest hero Gallup ever had".

AJR 47 framed and presented

Los Angeles:
Through cooperation with more than 50 newspapers, job listings numbering over 100 are available for examination and referral at the Pacific Southwest JACL Regional Office, 125 N. Central Ave.

While the listing may be on small business set

Washington:
On the theme of "Small Business: The Next 25 Years", a luncheon to prepare for the 1980 White House Conference on Small Business will be held at the Bonaventure Hotel, Los Angeles, Nov. 27-28, it was reminded this week by Washington JACL, Repre sentative to the National Conference. The regional meetings are

able to build a new awareness across the U.S. of the importance of small business in the national economy, Re lot jiri noted. Asian American merchants are encouraged to attend.

Similar regional conferences are scheduled next year at San Francisco's Miyako Hotel July 19-20 and Japanese Hotel Olympic March 22-23.

opening: 9:30 a.m.

White House conference

Washington:
On the theme of "Small Business: The Next 25 Years", a luncheon to prepare for the 1980 White House Conference on Small Business will be held at the Bonaventure Hotel, Los Angeles, Nov. 27-28, it was reminded this week by Washington JACL, Representative to the National Conference. The regional meetings are

able to build a new awareness across the U.S. of the importance of small business in the national economy, Reto jiri noticed. Asian American merchants are encouraged to attend.

Similar regional conferences are scheduled next year at San Francisco's Miyako Hotel July 19-20 and Japanese Hotel Olympic March 22-23.

examine at no charge persons interested in registering for a monthly listing, will be assessed $1 to cover postage and handling.

Plans are underway to sponsor a Job Fair, vocational training and counseling.

Metro court annex

Los Angeles:
Metro Court Annex, 600 N. Broadway, will be the temporary home of Chinatown Service Center, which handles about 2,000 people and serves a monthly listing in various neighborhoods.

Peter Yaizaki, district manager from Santa Ana, Calif. presented an analysis of Japanese communities in American cities and shared marketing strategies.

HOLIDAY ISSUE

Salinas Valley JACL has the distinction this year of being the first chapter to come through with a major part of their Holiday Issue issue. It has covered at least four pages, according to Jane Owsa, office secretary. Chinatown's "beech" space in order "bellspace" should notify us as early as possible. San Diego JACL is about to issue four pages, again, also turned in its chapter one issue household greeting cards. All.

Redress

Continued from Front Page

It is clear that if anything, he argues for a foundation to promote better race relations among all Americans. In any case, this should be found to be the 1944 Supreme Court ruling that upheld the evacuation order on the basis of race, he said. "That's a very dangerous precedent to be allowed to lie there." Sen. Inouye has "mixed feelings", according to a spokesman, but plans next term to propose a congressional commission which would consider repress.
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It is clear that if anything, he argues for a foundation to promote better race relations among all Americans. In any case, this should be found to be the 1944 Supreme Court ruling that upheld the evacuation order on the basis of race, he said. "That's a very dangerous precedent to be allowed to lie there." Sen. Inouye has "mixed feelings", according to a spokesman, but plans next term to propose a congressional commission which would consider repress.

HOLIDAY ISSUE DEADLINE

Final Closing-Dec. 7
**Okura on ethnicity and mental health**

By K. Patrick Okura

Several major elements have evolved within the National Institute of Mental Health in my seven years of association with Dr. Bertram Brown while he was director.

In focusing on our international mental health activities and the minori- mental health activities, several questions can be asked:

Are they pertinent to mental health?

Do they address the mental health problems of the world—not only the severe mental health illnesses, but racism, hunger, poverty, sexism, colonialism and other social inequities?

**CONSIDERATION OF culture and ethnicity in mental health presents various conflicts and dimensions familiar to those of us working in mental health when viewed through the lens of ethnicity. Essentially, these characteristics deal with definitions and practice. We might ask: Does a pediatrician, a surgeon, a gerontologist require special training to be aware of culture and ethnicity? Obviously, a sensitive professional will be aware of differences when dealing with patients as persons while clinical symptoms are likely to be more or less uniform.

Differences that do exist will probably fall within the psycho-social dimension of medicine—the different perceptions of pain by the Jews, Italians, Irish and Japanese, for instance.

Let's look at schizophrenia. Is this disorder the same when encountered in western Europe, eastern Europe, India, Africa or as in the United States? An ethnic diagnostic category that has been with us for roughly 100 years and a disorder affecting 25 per cent of the 2.5 million patients seen annually in the organized mental health activity is not seen in the United States, its significance as a public health problem cannot be underestimated.

We know also that schizophrenia appears to exact a similar high toll in many other countries. I say "appears" for the question has attracted the attention of psychiatric researchers the world over.

The NIMH in collaboration with the World Health Organization launched a nine-county pilot study designed to sharpen our understanding of the similarities and differences of the disorder. Japan is one of the nine countries in this study.

It was reasoned that if researchers were able to agree on a nucleus of symptoms, there would be a better understanding not only of the role of genetic, biological and psychological factors but also the various environmental, social, cultural and other contributing factors. It was further reasoned that findings would have meaning on defining programs of professional training and types of services that might be available.

The study began in 1969. First reports indicate there are core symptoms but cross cultural reliability is limited to a rather restricted definition. Thus, it may be anticipated that the project will have an influence on training and services in each of the countries.

**DR. MARTIN KATZ** of NIMH, in his study of psychopathology and normality in Hawaii, contrasts psychosis in various ethnic cultural groups and how culture affects the expression of psychosis.

In working with a range of ethnic groups—Hawaiians, Japanese, Caucasians, Filipinos, and Part-Hawaiians—the investigators gleaned observations from several vantage points. This scientific Rashomon included:

1) "Psychosis" as seen by clinical experts;
2) Disturbed social behavior as seen by the ethnic community;
3) Normality as perceived and defined by the ethnic community;
4) Deviance and normality as seen by representatives of other ethnic communities who interact with the group in question.

Again, I can't go into all the findings (though papers on the project are available from the NIMH). Of major importance is the fact that given groups of severely disturbed patients should be prepared in dealing with ethnic groups to rely less on the "disease" model of what constitutes psychosis and focus more sharply on what the community perceives as the core features of psychosis for that culture. The community's definition of psychosis is served by a more appropriate model in the diagnosis of the illness or psychopathology of the individual group, perhaps, in the treatment.

Now, shift perspectives again, to a consideration of mental illness and health throughout the United States. Is healthiness perceived the same, regardless of cultural or ethnic identity? Will a French-speaking U.S. citizen at the northern border of Maine compare favorably to a farmer of Armenian extraction in central southern Arizona? What are the different roles of religion, family, and the community in group, to the land, and so forth?

Another question has to do with the issue of biculturalism. Can we as mental health professionals treat a person if we can't speak his language, either literaly or figuratively? It has taken some time to learn that in our profession particular ethnic culture is to the patient what the English language is to the deaf—a barrier to a flow of communication. It is no surprise that our professionals have taken some time to learn that in our profession particular ethnic culture is to the patient what the English language is to the deaf—a barrier to a flow of communication. It is no surprise that our professionals have taken some time to learn that in our profession particular ethnic culture is to the patient what the English language is to the deaf—a barrier to a flow of communication. It is no surprise that the patients are becoming aware of it. It is no surprise that our professionals have taken some time to learn that in our profession particular ethnic culture is to the patient what the English language is to the deaf—a barrier to a flow of communication. It is no surprise that the patients are becoming aware of it. It is no surprise that the patients are becoming aware of it.

WASHINGTON

Japanese tea ceremony and flower arranging are a part of the young world of "cultural therapy," according to Bertram S. Brown, M.D., assistant surgeon general and former director of National Institute of Mental Health, writing in the 1978 annual report notes for Wolf Trap Concerts.

Recalling a recent trip to Japan with his longtime associate, K. Patrick Okura, Dr. Brown was led to the back ward of a mental hospital in rural Japan that the guide described as "the spot that patients and staff enjoy the most."

As globe-girdlers who have seen mental institutions of all kinds, under the guidance of amodest room, tatami mats and a small stand with bamboo screens that opened to a lush sculptured lawn "was a magic moment of full vision" to the value of cultural therapy: "a clinical approach I'd been long aware of suddenly alive and vibrant."

It was the area where the Japanese patients and staff practiced tea ceremony. An adjoining room was similar but for a subtle fragrance where flower arranging was enjoyed.

The engaged in those performing the arts have a new vista to consider, says Okura. The NIMH has published a well-received bibliography, "Art Therapy." The final report of the President's Commission on Mental Health in February 1977 also included a special report on the role of the Arts in Therapy and Environment.

**CHANOYU and IKEBANA**

"Healing through the Performing Arts"
Comment, letters, features

The Redress Editor
While those memories (of Evacuation) linger in my mind, I would like to express my views about the redress.

Perhaps I have been one of the few Americans long enough to now feel there is a great need to speak out for what is being done in redress.

Also I feel that these are not only the concerns of my deceased parents. My family has always felt that my mother died more of a broken heart of losing the farm and the Japanese American community which wrecked her body. She passed away in February 1973, six years after our return from the WRA camp in July of 1973.

I agree wholeheartedly with those who feel nothing signifying redress is due under the great principles of justice. No matter what course of action each individual has taken, let us all be able to see the redress does not ever lessen or alleviate the fact that injustice was done—no to a few people but to a mass of people over 100,000 individuals.

Just because many former evacuees have “made it” and are doing making good incomes today does not eliminate the fact that they had been incarcerated. Nothing in the world can erase that truth off the face of the earth. Such internment were de­trimental of the basic principles of justice—just because you are proven guilty. What was the charge for my crime? What I did I serve these three years for. “Military necessity” is a poor excuse when we compare the fact that no person of Japanese ancestry was in­volved in the attack to the U.S. Pearl Harbor is right there in Hawaii! Even history has proven that the Supreme Court’s decision was a poor one. Words of apology from the United States cannot ever come near to closing the gap between justice and injustice. Action was needed.

And that action should be in the form of a redress. What is left? The amount of the compensation is negligible. Money can compensate for the property that were lost or stolen, for income losses, for homes that were damaged or destroyed—among others. Many things cannot make up for those losses. If repar­ation ever takes place, it will show us to what these people of these United States CARE—care enough no matter how much it hurts to recog­nize a big mistake and correct that mistake. And CAR­ING goes a long way to soothe deep pains. Only then can America lift its head up high and show to the rest of the world how democracy works.

Many years ago I took a cruise to the Caribbean. On the second night out a complete stranger approached me and because of my Asian-looking face started to ask me all kinds of questions about the evacua­tion. The person was a most charming person from Mexico. Me asking about American history for information and so understanding of our country. And I think this is the type of person I have met many times on my numerous vacation trips. There are very few whom I met who held opposed views. It’s with this great faith in the present American public in which a whole new generation has grown since the war that we hope the right atmosphere will prevail for the redress to succeed.

Perhaps I say—GO FOR BROKE!!!

Doris Yokoyama
Los Angeles

Convention Board Editor

Let me take this opportunity to mention the excellence of the JACL Convention souvenir booklet that you made available. SHIGI KIHARA
Chairman, History Comm.
NorCal MIA Unit
Monterey, Ca.

The honors all belong to the San Francisco JACL Convention Board, chaired by Harry Komaki and Ray Uno. The designer of the booklet was Roy Uno. The booklet, being the first of its kind, was to have the copy of the Convention booklet was sent to every PC reader. It was received and we should like to write to Nagata, 1723 S. Mission St., San Diego, Calif. 8, City 8115 (801-484-2412).—Ed.

Talented JAHFA gang editor

In touch with that delight that JAHFA (N.Y.) was awarded $20,000. I’ve never worked with a more delightful, talented group of people. The ticket looked—like California raisins—damp and soggy. We fed over 500 tickets to together tickets and laid them out to dry. The best were mailed to you. Should the tickets you re­ceived be the BEST, they should be more saleable (like California raisins). Please try your best. Sell them and send the stubs and funds to the JAHFA, 247 W. 47 St., New York, N.Y. 10019. For those of you who are interested in participating in the next JAHFA convention. Previous meetings have been held. If we can stock a few envelopes, we would be for 15c. (Total saving for mailing fee)

CORNER FOR OUR GUESTS

Asami Oyama
Berkeley, Ca.

Pushing raffle tickets through the postcard in Hawaii for the first time might be an exception: a re­enactment from the Prescient JACL newsletter “Of Frank Mikash, a JACLer we’ve always regarded as talented. His letter is full of wit and humor. We’re passing this year’s postcard campaign on to our guests. Many of you will like what we have planned. We’re beginning to screen out the off-who we have. The rest is up to you. The postcard campaign for this year’s booklet will be for 15c. (Total saving for mailing fee)

FRANK NISHIO
JACL, 300 W. 47 St.

Bet you’re wondering why the JACLers had two outer leafs cut off, and why they didn’t put the copies back in the envelope. Before one drove and my wife co-piloted, the other leafs and left out the return envelope and had it all mailed to you. The copy paper for directions, we would be safe for 15c. (Total saving for mailing fee)

The weekend started out fine, then things changed in Fresno Saturday morning and a wedding in Salinas that same afternoon. While one drove and my wife co-piloted, the other leafs and left out the return envelope and had it all mailed to you. The copy paper for directions, we would be safe for 15c. (Total saving for mailing fee)

The weekend started out fine, then things changed in Fresno Saturday morning and a wedding in Salinas that same afternoon. While one drove and my wife co-piloted, the other leafs and left out the return envelope and had it all mailed to you. The copy paper for directions, we would be safe for 15c. (Total saving for mailing fee)

Sunday morning, we opened the trunk, and lo and behold, the shirt had been melted. Melting ice had dampened the trunk and the bugal of raf­fe tickets looked—like California raisins—damp and soggy. We fed the tickets to together tickets and laid them out to dry. The best were mailed to you. Should the tickets you re­ceived be the BEST, they should be more saleable (like California raisins). Please try your best. Sell them and send the stubs and funds to the JAHFA, 247 W. 47 St., New York, N.Y. 10019. For those of you who are interested in participating in the next JAHFA convention. Previous meetings have been held. If we can stock a few envelopes, we would be for 15c. (Total saving for mailing fee)

35 Years ago

Report linking evac­uee girls in snapshot with Ger­man POWS in Borneo during World War II.

Nov. 7—Report linking evac­uee girls in snapshot with Ger­man POWS in Borneo during World War II.

Nov. 8—Naval IJN prisoner of war in Japan shows up three Nisei merchant seamen from Hawaii, report 200 Nisei men­ons on duty aboard merchant ships in Atlanta.

35 Years Ago in the Pacific Citizen

Nov. 12, 1943

San Jose, Ca.

Many discussions have been held with regard to the question of whether or not Japanese Americans should be allowed to join one of the Los Angeles chapters in Hawaii since they constituted such a substantial part of the popula­tion. Whatever the reason, Inouye and Mitchell were negative for various reasons. They both seem to favor a low-keyed start would much please the Japanese Americans in Hawaii since they constituted such a substantial part of the population. There is no doubt that many Japanese Americans in Hawaii favor the idea of forming chapters in Hawaii, at the outset, could be the reverse of the situation in the United States with approximately 250,000 Japanese Americans in Hawaii. Why there are many Japanese Americans in Hawaii since they constituted such a substantial portion of the population. Whatever the reason, it is high time that the issue of forming chapters in Hawaii is discussed.

The two United States senators from Hawaii, Daniel Inouye and Daniel Mitchell, were negative for various reasons. They both seem to favor a low-keyed start would much please the Japanese Americans in Hawaii since they constituted such a substantial part of the population.

Perhaps it was felt that there was no necessity for an organization in Hawaii since the Japanese Americans in Hawaii have constituted such a substantial part of the population. Whatever the reason, it is high time that the issue of forming chapters in Hawaii is discussed.

In line with this thought, it is my understanding that the PSW District Governor, Paul Tsuneishi, is working towards the formation of an Aloha Chapter in his District with initial concentration being former Island Japanese. He wishes to be commended for the ingenuity in his thinking. The chapters in Hawaii, at the outset, could be the reverse of Paul’s idea.

NOW FOR SOME FIGURES:

Approximately 120 subscriptions of the PC are sent to the Islands each week. Could they form the basis of a chapter there? They are among the most progressive Japanese Americans in the United States with approximately 250,000 being concentrated in Hawaii. There are approximately 169,000 in Honolulu, compared to 194,000 in Los Angeles County. Obviously, it would not in some form be beneficial to the Nikkei in Hawaii or that they could not help the Mainland Japanese with their input.

INCIDENTALLY, MANY individuals have repeatedly stated that JACL represents only 31,000 Japanese Americans. This is not true. We represent at least one-third of the Japanese American community in Hawaii. It is a very significant organization wielding great influence within the Japanese American community.
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Redress Stand Same

Denver, Colo. UNITED STATES Senator S.I. Hayakawa set off quite a flap last summer during the JACL convention in Salt Lake City when he characterized a "ridiculous" proposal to seek billions from the federal government as "redress" for the injustices of the Evacuation in 1942.

Hayakawa criticized the redress campaign in a speech at the convention's closing banquet. What made his remarks particularly unwelcome was that just a few days earlier official delegates to the convention had voted unanimously to make redress a top priority item.

Had Hayakawa known of this action? Had he gone out of his way deliberately to upset his hosts in what would have to be interpreted as a tasteless affront?

A few days ago in Denver, where he was campaigning on behalf of a Regent of a public university, Hayakawa said he had no knowledge of the JACL decision when he stood up to address the banquet. Although many JACL leaders and officials were his long-time personal friends and political allies, Hayakawa says none had thought to brief him on what had transpired at the convention. So he walked, as it were, right straight into a booby trap.

Next question: If he had to do it over, what would he say?

Answer: Exactly what he said the first time. He thinks the redress campaign is ridiculous and ill-advised. Despite the unanimous decision by convention delegates, Hayakawa believes there is a large body of opinion among older Nisei who think as he does but who are reluctant to speak out.

If and when the Japanese American community can arrive at a consensus and a repartitions bill calling for payment to individuals totaling billions of dollars is introduced in Congress, what would Hayakawa's position be?

At this point this is a hypothetical question and Hayakawa could be excused for hedging. But he was forthright. He said he didn't know who might be persuaded to introduce such a bill, but if such a bill did show up, he couldn't support it.

Hayakawa is not staying awake nights thinking about the redress matter. He has other things on his mind. One of them is a point he raised in his Salt Lake speech but which was largely overlooked in the furor over redress.

That issue is the gross imbalance of trade between the United States and Japan. Japan's surging foreign exchange reserves, he feels, are "to be the root cause of serious friction between the countries and, of course, such hostility inevitably will affect Japanese Americans.

How can that imbalance be reversed? By selling more to Japan. And how can that be accomplished? It is understandable that a semiretired lawyer would cite communications as a key need. He would like to see Japanese language instruction be made available in high schools and colleges across the country so that literally tens of thousands of Americans—regardless of color or ethnic background—would have at least a small facility with Japanese.

"Imagine," he says, "the sensation that would be caused by a Black American fluent in Japanese calling on potential customers in his own language. He would be a tremendous success."

Hayakawa also has taken an interest in the Rhodesia problem. Last spring he made an official visit to South Africa to study problems stemming from Black independence movements and filed a de­scription of his meetings with the Sen­ate. Hayakawa spearheaded a successful demand by senators of both parties that Rhodesia's Ian Smith be permitted to visit the United States to explain his plan—opposed by the State Department—for giving blacks greater representation in government.

Is Hayakawa enjoying his new career in politics? "Never worked harder," he says.
Calendar, pulse, memos

JACL-MAS & CHI SATOW MEMORIAL FUND
A list report lists 564 donors.

San Francisco
The JACL Mas & Chi Satow Memorial Fund of the JACL’s National Headquarters has raised over $1 million. The JACL thank all the donors who have contributed to this important cause. To maintain the Asian American cause, the JACL is continuously soliciting donations to the JACL Mas & Chi Satow Memorial Fund.

JACL-ENOMOTO Memorial Fund
The English-speaking branch of the Nisei veterans group, the JACL-ENOMOTO Memorial Fund, was established in May 1978. Donors are encouraged to make gifts to honor the memory of a loved one.

Introduction
The JACL-ENOMOTO Memorial Fund is dedicated to preserving and promoting the memory of the Nisei veterans who served in the US military during World War II. The fund provides support for educational programs and scholarships for students interested in learning about the history of the Nisei veterans.

JACL-ENOMOTO Memorial Fund
The English-speaking branch of the Nisei veterans group, the JACL-ENOMOTO Memorial Fund, was established in May 1978. Donors are encouraged to make gifts to honor the memory of a loved one.
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**chapter pulse**

- East Los Angeles

**SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT BALL NOV. 11**

The East Los Angeles JACL will hold its fifth annual Scholarship Benefit Ball on Saturday, Nov. 11, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the St. Nicholas Cathedral Auditorium, 2300 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles.

The Chapter gives annual scholarships to one person from each of the following seven high schools: Alhambra, Garfield, Mark Keppel, Montebello, Roosevelt, Schurr and Wilson.

Tickets are available from chairpersons, Junko Tanikawa (665-8868), Matte Funuta (262-8580) or from any member at $5 per person; or $6 at the door.

**Fresno**

**DR. KEN KUROKAWA ELECTED**

The American Loyalty League Fresno JACL board of governors elected Ken Kurokawa as its 1979 president, succeeding Barbara Taniguchi. The officers will be installed en masse with other Central California chapter officers at the district council convention banquet Nov. 12 at the Fresno Sheraton Inn.

On the Fresno board are:


Fresno JACL’s dinner meeting of Sept. 4 attracted 50 members and guests. Scholarship chairperson Dr. Frank Nagai presented the Dr. Thomas Yatabe scholarship award of $200 and a plaque to John Shimada. Another Dr. Yatabe award recipient, Linda Kubota, was also introduced. She had received scholarships during her high school and college assembly.

Panel discussion on Money and Management, moderated by Gary Yamamoto, was excellent, stimulating a need for a follow-up program. On the panel were:

- Jenny Ward, assistant loan officer, Calif. First Bank;
- Marvin Room for Young Americans in Washington, D.C., next year; 150 names on the 1979 Fremont JACL slate.
- Members were to vote for 20 to fill seven vacancies.
- Announcement was to be made Nov. 8 at a combined Schurr and Wilson board and general membership meeting. (Chapter had 177 members listed as of Sept. 30.)
- Herb Izuco, Bill Sakakura and Wallace Terui were appointed by Dr. Walt Hashimoto, chapter president, to the election committee.
- Dr. Clifford Uyeda, national president, was announced as guest speaker at the chapter installation dinner and Isei appreciation night to be held Saturday, Dec. 2, 7 p.m., at the Murn Yuen Restaurant.
- At the October board meeting, Bruce Shimizu, NC­WIDT chairperson, discussed the prospect of organizing a JAY chapter here, emphasizing that parents of JAYS need not be JACLers. Program includes career and college counseling, community service, fund-raisers for charities and social activities.
- Chapter board is assisting the city of Fremont efforts to affiliate with Gamagori, Japan (near Nagoya facing Shingetsu), with the JACL national board, succeeding Barbara Taniguchi. The officers will be installed en masse with other Central California chapter officers.

East Los Angeles JACL gives annual scholarships to one person with a history with 150 names on the 1979 Fremont JACL slate.

**Introducing our new interest**

“Each customer I meet is a challenge…”

“As a customer service representative, I meet many kinds of people, both old and young. When they come to me with a banking problem, it makes me happy when I can introduce them to one of our services that suits their needs perfectly.”

Alice Nishimoto is just one of 3,500 employees at California First. But the attitude she brings to her job is one we hope all our employees share.

California First, the former Bank of Tokyo of California, is now a statewide bank with over 100 offices.

**California First**

**Salt Lake**

**SURPRISE TREAT PROMISED**

Salt Lake JACL holds its annual meeting to wind up a busy 1978 year at the Japanese Church of Christ on Saturday, Nov. 11, 7 p.m., starting with a dinner at $1.50 per person. A surprise treat has been promised. On the agenda are reports from:

- Jim Minuma—President’s Report; Lynn Nishijima—JCP: Edna Shintani—JACL treasurer; Pat Nakaya, Chi Ishimatsu—endowment; Dave Bigna, JCP—multi-ethnic development; Raymond Uno—nomination, convention.

**Seabrook**

**KEIJO-KAI HEADLINES WINTER SEASON**

Social highlights of the Seabrook JACL winter season will be the Senior Citizen keijo-kai on Sunday, Dec. 3, 6 p.m., at the local Buddhist Church hall. Suskly Oike and Mary Nagao, heading the committee, will be assisted by:

- Iddy Asada, Fuyse Kazoda, buffet dinner; Peggy Fukawa, Ray Ooo, Scott Nagao, Kanoko Masatani, Jane Mukoyama, Carol Nagao, Ellen Nakamura.

Program will include entertainment by the Seabrook Minyo Club.

Meanwhile, the chapter dues were restructured to reflect the $4.50 national increase. Peggy Fukawa is now heading the membership campaign. Dues here are $20 single, $38 couple. Senior citizens have a $15 rate.

A testimonial banquet was held Nov. 4 for the Rev. Shingetsu Akoohshi, resident Buddhist minister and active JACLer, for the Japanese government decoration, Order of the Sacred Treasure, 5th Class, conferred for his 50 years in the ministry. Rev. Akoohshi is chief commentator on the JACL-sponsored Fuji Hour Japanese radio program aired Sunday afternoons on WSNJ and now in its 6th year.

Keep Up the PC Subscription Through JACL Membership

Keep Up the PC Subscription Through JACL Membership

**The Mitsubishi Bank of California**

Member FDIC

Little Tokyo Office

327 East Second St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90012

(213) 680-2650
**November News**

By Chuck Kitakawa, NC-WNDC Governor

**Notes on AHEPA**

AHEPA (American Hellenic Educational and Progressive Assn.) is similar to AHEPA—comprised of 30,000 Greek Americans as a non-profit organization. (There are 3 million Greek Americans in the U.S.) The word I have from one of the supreme governors repeats a familiar plaint: AHEPA members ask, “What do we need the organization for? What's it for me? etc.”

To stimulate increased interest, AHEPA is now establishing professional and scientific subgroups to facilitate information and social contacts within AHEPA. It is in the civil rights organization, except its president is programming to have an audience.
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Japanese Village Plaza opens grandly.

Los Angeles

The Japanese Village Plaza grand opening on Oct. 28 was celebrated with a ribbon-cutting ceremony, Shinto dedication, entertainment ranging from rock groups to classical Japanese dance, and a host of dignitaries and celebrities.

The Japanese-themed Floating U.S. dept. store in Japan set

Tokyo

An agreement to have stock a Japanese ship used previously to promote her own exports overseas to visit Japanese ports as an American floating department store was made by Frank A. Well, assistant secretary of commerce, during his recent visit here.

American goods on board will be selling at American prices in 10 ports, starting next year.

Japan Plaza Gift Center, which opened in Japanese Village Plaza, offers top name brands from the domestic and imported scenes in jewelry, household, electronic, crystal and other items in the gift line.

TOP NAME BRANDS AT DISCOUNT—Plaza Gift Center.

PLAZA GIFT CENTER

PROUDLY ANOUNCES THE GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW GIFT SHOP

FINE JEWELRY — CAMERA — VIDEO SYSTEM — SPORTING GOODS

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS — HOME APPLIANCE

We are the sole Authorized Japanese SONY Dealer in Los Angeles

111 Japanese Village Plaza Mall

Los Angeles, Calif. 90012

The Largest, Beautiful, Most Complete Discount Gift Shop in Little Tokyo

Tels: 680-3288, 687-4115, 629-1044

We have moved . . .

Into Little Tokyo's new and spectacular

Japanese Village Plaza Mall

No. 133

Naomi's Dress Shop

Opening Announcement

OUR FOURTH STORE

118 Japanese Village Plaza Mall

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tel. 624-1681

MIKAWAYA

SWEET SHOP

A Unique Experience in Desserts

—— Fountain Service——

Frozen Yogurt, Sno-cone, Coffee, Ice Cream

STORE HOURS:

Sun—Mon. 9:30 — 7; Tue—Sat. 9:30 — 8:30

Little Tokyo Store—244 E. 1st St.

NEW HOURS:

Mon—Fri. 8-6:30; Sat. 6-7; Sun. 9-6.

Come Visit Our New Home . . .

Manekee

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE

127 Japanese Village Plaza Mall

Los Angeles, CA 90012 (213) 628-5919

Jewelry Dept.

A.H. Bond, Inc.

Keepnake Diamond

Wedding Ring Co.

Shima Pearls

Gems by Dominick

Camera Dept.

Bushnell

Canon U.S.A., Inc.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Emvo Corp.

Still Film

Fuji Camera Co.

Nikon Camera Co.

Polaroid Cameras & Film Co.

Vivitar Corp.

Watches & Clock Dept.

Casio Watch Co.

Glenchey Watch Co.

Howard Miller

Longine Watch Co.

Mayfair Clock Co.

Omeaga Watch Co.

Seiko Watch Co.

Luggage Dept.

Lairk Corp.

Samsonite

Pen & Fountian Pen Dept.

Cross Pen Co.

Cross Pen Co.

Parkers Pen Co.

Pentel of America

Sheaffer Pen Co.

Calculator Dept.

Casio Corp.

Canon U.S.A., Inc.

Royal

Royal Corp.

Royal Typewriter

Smith Corona Typewriter

Cut Glass & Silverware Dept.

Mikasa

Jensen of Denmark

German

Sporting Goods Dept.

Lynx Golf

Wilson Sporting Goods

Spalding Sporting Goods

Gift Dept.

Namazu Trading Co.

Toyo Trading Co.

Universal Trading Co.

Nippon Record Co., Ltd.

Nippon Video System Corp.

Womens Camping Bag Dept.

The Rodo of Italy

Christian Dior

Glenchey

Gucci

Koki

Pimco Cardini

Swank

Home Appliance Dept.

Amana Microwave Ovens

Sharp Microwave Ovens

Panasonic Microwave Ovens

General Electric

Certified Appliances

Cuisinart

Exure & Hoover Vacuum

Farbarne

Dish & Torres

Sunbeam

Video System, T.V., Hi-Fi

Stereo Dept.

Panasonic

Sanyo Electric Co.

Sony, Teac

T.D.K. Tape, Hitachi, R.C.A.

Zenith

PLAZA GIFT CENTER

GRAND OPENING

DePanache

TODAY'S CLASSICS FOR WOMEN & MEN

Style Cuts — Custom Design Waves

Hair Coloring and Highlights — Skin Care — Make-Up

Please Call for Appointments: Phone 687-0387

105 Japanese Village Plaza Mall, Los Angeles 90012

TOSHI OTSU, Prop.
Serving to enlighten them somewhat was an Asahi Shimbum column which said that in the United States the word "Jap" was "clearly an insult" and recalled Spirto America before the war and Nikkei in the Times has labeled the "Jap" Question. Nothing "Jap" is not exactly complimentary. Because "Jap" is shorter and everyone is used to it. (We've suggested "Nipper" — Ed.) Another letter writer came up with the suggestion that the abbreviated form "JP" be used.

One backlash of the item about the British Council's decision met with a bit of criticism from the Japanese press, the English Guardian newspaper had this to say, under the headline "Japan Tires Flares on Press Probe". British subscribers — from Brighton to Belfast — prefer "Japs" to "Japanese" because "Jap" is shorter and will fit a single column. Here in Japan, most people couldn't care less whether the shortened term for "Japanese" is being used or not. It's mostly the Japanese who had lived in the United States before the war and Nikkei in the Times is being used or not. It's most organized here last week.

"Japanese" is being used here. The Japan Times said:

"Japanese is being used here. The Japan Times said:

"Japanese" is being used last week. Even the Evening News, a letter writer to the Japanese. The answer, I do believe, rests in increased membership, making more monies available in the second year of this biennial for the purpose of making whole pay scales within JACL. It is extremely important that Clifford Tyson has brought on board Hank Sakai as national travel chair to smooth the roiled waters of the travel issue. We will see new flights to new destinations which will help membership.

If things go well this biennium with the spirit and leadership of Clifford, we can do some interesting things. I have asked him if he will then walk on water, but he tells me we must warm it first.
MENTAL HEALTH
Continued from Page 2

Another training initiative has been the Asian American Community Mental Health Training Center in Los Angeles. NMH has just approved its continuation for a proposed second five years, $1 million dollar project period. Similar programs have been funded in several other locations in California, Hawaii, Washington, New York, and the Pacific territories.

I have stressed the Asian American initiative because it represents an aspect of the NMH Center for Minority Group Mental Health Programs that I have less frequent opportunity to describe. THE POTENTIAL of mental health strategies on a global level has been very central in our experiences in the last few weeks.

The American Psychiatric Association, for instance, at the meeting of the World Psychiatric Association in Honolulu had proposed an agenda item on Ethics in Psychiatry. The critical question involved the abuse of psychiatry for political purposes. The world body came up with a 10-point Declaration of Hawaii as a guideline for psychiatrists.

Abused wives in Japan flock to woman's counseling center

Tokyo

Mrs. Kaoru Kasama believes that the first public institution of its kind in Japan—the Tokyo Metro Azabu Women's Counseling Center, which opened its door April last year. Its locale in the Shinjuku is kept a secret. A police officer guards its front door at all times.

Accommodating 30 women at a time, who can stay for two weeks, they receive counseling on divorce procedures, finding a new job and moving into new quarters. More than half the women are victims of husbands who drink heavily, beat them or their children. Many of the others are trying to get away from spouses who gamble away their family budget or openly flout a relationship with another woman.

Though still small compared to the U.S. or Europe, the divorce rate is rising in Japan. Last year, there were 129,000.

Kasama hopes similar centers will soon be established elsewhere.

—Japan Times

500 Japan soldiers still fighting WW2

Tokyo

Thirty-three years have passed since the end of World War II but more than 500 ex-Japanese soldiers still receive treatment for war-induced mental disorders, according to the Health and Welfare Ministry.

ASAKAVA

Continued from Front Page

Clad in protecting his rights,

"I know Terry understands this all too well... I am angry, mad, frustrated in thinking that a nhạc of justice can do nothing about it and then be protected by our laws."

Mrs. Asakawa, a real estate firm employee, worked as secretary to Knoop when he was U.S. Attorney in San Diego. The ad was paid for by friends of Terry Knoop.

While discussion on political abuse cited such countries as Romania, Czechoslovakia, Chile, Argentina, and South Africa, the strongest allegations were made against the Soviet Union.

A number of enigmatic dissenters provided testimony in open session and the general membership deemed the allegations valid.

The Soviet delegation was not present but prior to the session's conclusion, refusing the allegations point by point. Thus, the culminating event was the vote to censure. Nineteen national psychiatrists voted for the Declaration, 33 so voted. The others were divided. However, each vote when weighted by size of the national membership and its financial contribution to the world association, the tally in favor was 98 against 88 and the vote was confirmed.

The General Assembly unanimously passed the international code of ethics of the Declaration of Hawaii. But the debate and discussion continues. How much of the controversy

A time for giving . . .

In lieu of sending Holiday Season cards this year, share in JACL-Holiday Issue Project. Use your Pacific Citizen to send greetings to your JACL friends across the country & contribute the savings to a National JACL project.

RUSH IT TODAY!

DEADLINE: DECEMBER 10

JACL-Holiday Issue Project
c/o Pacific Citizen
389 E. 1st St., Bn. 307
Los Angeles, Calif. 90012

Enter our one-unit greetings in the JACL Holiday Issue Project, of which $10 pays for space and the remainder, a sum in lieu of Holiday cards to our JACL friends, to be in lieu of deductible contribution to the JACL-Ake & Esther Hagihara Memorial Fund for Student Aid or such other JACL program as designated above.

Name
Address

Amount Enclosed as Check/Check No.

To JACL to PAC
To JACL to JACL

"For-deductible portion"

Other Suggested Projects

JACL Building Fund
Endowment Fund
Mas & Chiz Satow Memorial Fund

JACL-Holiday Issue Project

Earmark Contribution for:

E Sandra R. Stack Memorial
E Larry Y. Ochi Scholarship
E JACL-Ake & Esther Hagihara Memorial Fund
E JACL-February 16 Memorial
E Honor of the Deceased Members
E Student Aid

Total enclosed:

E enclosed:

Holiday Greetings to Our JACL Friends

Mary and Joe Omedets
217 Tanaka Blvd.
Post Office, U.S.A.

Other Suggested Projects

JACL Building Fund
Endowment Fund
Mas & Chiz Satow Memorial Fund

Books from PC


Hardcover: $17.70 postpaid.

Japanese American Story, by Bud Fuji. A good taste of the history, culture, and people. Chapbook by Mike Manasek recalls JACL's role during Evacuation.

Hardcover, $7.90 postpaid.

Japanese American History, by Ray Guno. Documented story of a WWII legend by a Pacific war correspondent who stayed with the story to its ultimate culmination.

Paperback, $5.50 postpaid.


Hardcover, $9.70 postpaid. Softcover, $4.70 postpaid.

My Imprisonment and My Redemption, by Dr. Franklin Odo. Oriented for schools. Reads like a novel of a Japanese Army surgeon, whose secrets he kept to protect his country.

Hardcover, $7.70 postpaid.

Camp II Block 211, by Jack Matsuo. Daily life in internment camp as sketched by a young cartoonist.

Softcover, $6.70 postpaid.

Hawaiian Tales, by Allan Beekman. Eleven matchless stories of local heritage.

Hardcover, $4.70 postpaid.


Hardcover, $13.70 postpaid.

In Movement: a Pictorial History of Asian America. By Visual Communications, Inc. Contains 144 pages of black and white photographs. A visual overview of the history from the 1850s to present.

Hardcover, $26.00 postpaid. Softcover, $15.70 postpaid.

Years of Infamy, by Michi Weglyn. Exposing America's concentration camps as uncovered from historical secret documents. A historical revelation.

Hardcover, $11.70 postpaid. Softcover, $4.70 postpaid.


Softcover, $4.70 postpaid.

The Private War of Dr. Yamada, by Lee Rutle. A World War II novel of a Japanese Army surgeon, whose secret diary reflects the thoughts, fears and hopes of his men.

Softcover, $9.50 postpaid.

BOOKS IN JAPANESE

Nisei: Kono Otsuhatan Amerikanizai, translation of Hosokawa's "Nisei" by Hamu Moutou. Ideal gift for newcomers to U.S. and friends in Japan.

$18.00 postpaid. (Only shipped in U.S.)

America's Concentration Camps (Translation of Allans Bosworth book) by Paul Yoko Mori.

Softcover, $6.70 postpaid.

RECENT ARRIVALS


Hardcover, $6.00 postpaid.

Vallant Odyssey: Herb Nicholson in and out of America's Concentration Camps, Editor Allan Bosworth and Betty E. Milson. The incredible story of a Nisei stranded in Japan during World War II. The English version is out-of-print.

$3.60 postpaid. Remainder of donation for "Yoshida." 

Thirty-Five Years in the Frying Pan, by Bill Hosokawa. Selections from his popular column in The Pacific Citizen with new background material and a personal commentary.

$10.95. (Postage is on the PC book.)

AND ONE RECORD

Yokohama, California. (Bamboo Pals Album). Songs about, written and sung by American Nisei.

Softcover, $3.95 postpaid. (10 songs & carry at PC Office.)

Postal Insurance Extra PC will insure all orders over $50.

Charge card (VISA or MASTERCARD) accepted, charged at PC office.

Name
Address
City, State, ZIP

Pacific Citizen, 389 E. 1st St., Bn. 307, Los Angeles, Calif. 90012
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involved science and the
misuse of science—men-
seditary hospitalization of
mental illness or are disabled by
alcoholism, drug depen-
dence, mental retardation
and organic brain disor-
ders.

Large portion of those in
more dire and immediate
need are the refugees...
posed to a variety of health
risks.

WILL THE psychiatric
profession respond to the
challenge? Even more cri-
tical than the scientific and
political aspects, I see psy-
chiatry being asked to
make a contribution to a
race relations conflict of
fantastic worldwide signifi-
cance.

America has historically
thought itself as the rich,
white North vs. poor, col-
ored South. In worldwide
perceptions, it's easy to
slip into the same rut: rich,
white Northern hemi-
sphere and the poor, col-
ored Southern hemi-
sphere. We have learned
that we are all in this
together.

Whatever contribution
we make, however modest,
is nonetheless real and of
equal importance to this
problem. As international
activities sharpen our un-
derstanding of domestic
mental health issues, con-
versely, our success within
the various populations at
home promises far-reach-
ing impact on the manner
in which we address issues
of global significance.

The World Health
Assembly, in another reso-
novation, has called for im-
mediate collaboration with
developing countries to red-
uce the rate of psychiatric
problems in the world.

The World Health Organi-
ization estimates that some
40 million people in the
developing world suffer at a
given time from severe mental
disorders or are disabled by
alcoholism, drug dependence,
mental retardation and
organic brain disorders.

states that some 40 million
people in the developing
world suffer at a given
time from severe mental
disorders or are disabled by
alcoholism, drug dependence,
mental retardation and
organic brain disorders.
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states that some 40 million
people in the developing
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time from severe mental
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